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Husqvarna PG 280
Applications

•• Perfect for grinding adhesive residue, paint and epoxy on
medium-sized concrete areas.

•• Efficiently grinds due to high rpm levels and a wide range
of discs available for various applications.

•• Convenient conversion to edge grinding,

Benefits

•• Controlled edge grinding with the edge function and wall
protector.

•• The self-adjusting floating cover with brush skirt follows
the surface and creates a tight seal to prevent dust from
entering the surrounding environment.

•• The chassis/frame can be separated from the grinding
head in less than 30 seconds. The frame folds tightly and
can be wheeled around. Having two separate pieces
enables the grinder to fit into the trunk of most vehicles.

•• The speed is fixed and no settings are required.

CONVENIENT EDGE GRINDING
A removable section (on left or right) on the lid cover 
makes it easy to convert to edge grinding. Non-marking 
wall protector ensures the wall is not damaged.

Technical Specifications
Power, hp (kW) 3 (2.2) 2 (1.5)

Voltage, V 220 - 240 110 - 120

Plug Type L6-20 L5-15

Rated current, amps 13 15

UL & CSA approved Yes Yes

Power supply 1-Phase 1-Phase

Grinding width, in (mm) 11 (280) 11 (280)

Grinding disc, in (mm) 11 (280) 11 (280)

Grinding disc segment capacity 12 12

Grinding pressure total, lbs (kg) 77 (35) 77 (35)

Grinding disc speed, rpm 1,720 970

Direction of rotation (viewing from operator’s position) Clockwise Clockwise

Dimensions (L x W x H), in (mm) 47 X 16 X 39 (1,200 X 410 X 1,000)

Dust port size, in (mm) 2 (51) 2 (51)

Weight, lbs (kg) 154 (70) 154 (70)

Recommended generator size, kW 7.5 - 20A Circuit 6.5 - 20A Circuit

Recommended dust extractor size, CFM 250+ 250+

50’ 10 gauge extension cord included

CSA Approved

PG 280 220-240 V PG 280 110-120 V

Item No. 967648706 967648713




